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MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF BODIES OF REVOLUTION

by

L. Landweber and M. Gertler

ABSTPACT

Various methods of defining bodies of revolution are considered with the con-
clusion that the most satisfactory method is one which defines the sectional-area curve
by means of a polynomial The polynomial form possesses certain advantages in easc
of computation and ready application to hydrocynamlcal problems, such as the. computa-
tion of theoretically derived pressure distributions.

The degree of the polynomial fixes t.- rumber of parameters that may be pre-
scribed to determine a form. In order to generate the sixth-degree polynomial forms
the dimensionless parameters chosen are the nose and tall radii, r° and r1, the pris-
matic coefficient, Cp, and the position of the maximum section at x - m. It is shown

that the polynomial expression for the sectional-area curve is a linear combination of
ro, r,, and Cp, with polynimials of the sixth degree as coefficient4. Formulas and
tables for these polynomial coefficients are provided, so that when ro, rl, Cp, and m
are given, the offsets of a form may be rapidly computed.

Not all combinations of these parameters give practical or desirable forms.

r. range of seable forms may be limited by imposing the restrictions that the

..ectional-area curve have no maximum or mlnimum other than at x = m, or ti.a. the
body hzve no Inflect~on "mint:s. These criteria are formulated mathematically and a

method of computing boundary curves delineating permissible ranges of parameters is

developed.

Formulas for geneTating seventh-degree polynomial forms are also derived and
applied to compare sixth- and seventh-degree forms with the same values of r r1 , Cp,
and m. It is found that practical seventh-degree forms with the same values of those

parameters may differ appreciably from the sixth-degree form, Thus these parameters
do not suffice to fix a form, a!though they serve to develop the entire class of sixth-

degree polynomial forms.

Bodies of revolution with useful application derived from polynomials not of the
sixth degree may be fitted (by the method of least squares) very closely by means of
sixth-degree forms. From this point of view the usefulness of a series of sixth-degree

polynomial forms is greatly enhanced.

4 1
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INTRODUCTION

When the David Taylor Model Basin became Interested in making stud-

ies of the hydrodynamical behavior of streamline bodies of revolution, it was

decided that such work could be most satisfactorily accomplisheo with families

of bodies of revolution for which certain parameters could be systematically

varied. Accordingly, prior to the testing, a program to establish a procedure

for the development of such families was initiated. -
It was determined that the best approach would be to define these

families by a general mathematical equation. The main advantages of the use "

of a mathematical expression over the empirical or "fairing by eye" method
are: The geometry of the body can be precisely defined, fairness between

given offsets is assured, and the geometrical parameters can be directly and

accurately varied.

A search of the literature reveals that various methods for obtain-

Ing mathematical deflaition of forms have been tried but generally only for

application to single forms rather than to families of forms. Among these

have been continations of known analytical curves such as an ellipse with a
parabola, an ellipse with a hyperbola, etc., 1 ' 2 polynomials of various de-

grees, 3
o
4 and trigonometric series.

The polynomial metriod was selected ts the basis for the development

described herein since it appeared to have distinct advantages in ease of han-
dling and furthermore because of its ready application to hydrodynamical prob-

lems such as computations of theoretically derived pressure distributions.

It provides a simple method for evaluating the constants In the general equa-

tion once a given set of parameters has been selected, and supplies data for

readily computing the offsets of a wide variety of forms.

THE GEOMEtRIC PARAVETERS "

Of the various geometric properties that may be employed to char-

acterize the shape of an elongated body of revolution, it has been convenient
to choose, for practical reasons, the following primary quantities to define

the body:

l'is the length. I-
d ih the maxim diameter.

Xm is the distance of the maximum section from the nose.

Ro is the radius of curvature at the nose.

.Referances are listed on page 64. . '

____ ____ ____ ____ ____
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Ri Is the radius of curvature at the tall. -

V is the volume.

Other characteristics, such as the surface area, the position of the center of

gravity, the radii of gyration, etc.. are of Interest for variods purposes.

These are considered as derived quantities in the present report, and are In- .

cluded In Appendix 5.
It Is convenient to employ the following dimensionless combinations

of the primary geometric quantities:

HI R11A. m ro- r -21

and the prismatic coefficient Cp

The question as to how well the foregoing parameters define the "

shape of a body is discussed in a subsequent section.

CHOICE OF MATHEMATICAL FORM "

For both mathematical and physical reasons the development has been

based on the secticnal-area curve of a form, rather than a meridian section h
of the form itself. Thus It will be shown that the slopes of the sectional-

area curve at the ends of a body are proportional to the radii of curvature .

at the ends, a relation which greatly simplifies the determination of the k
equation for a body. The physical reason is that the sectional-area curve is

proportional to an axial doublet distribution which, to a good approximation,

generates the desired body in a uniform stream.5 Consequently it is desirable

to have simple mathematical expressions for the sectional-area curve of a body

for the purpose of computing the potential-flow field about it, and Its pres-

sure distribution. .1
.The question remains as to the most convenient mathematical form in

which the equation of a sectional-area curve zan be expressed. Let us con- I
sider for a moment the converse of the present problem; i.e., the determina-

.tion of the geometrical chartcteristics of a given body, rather than the de- .

.,velopment of an equation for a body of given characteristics. The geometrical

characterlstics can be computed directly from the equation for a body. To ob- I
-.tain its equation, a given body may be curve-fitted with any complete set of

orthogonal functions, each of which can give a "best" fit in the leant-square

sense! Practically, however, It is convenient to employ, for tnis purpose,

either the trigonometric ftmctions or Legendre polynonials. The former fit

the equation of given form by means of a finite number of terms of the Fourier

May|'
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expansion; the latter by means of a polynomial. In either case It I.s possible, I

for the direct problem, to solve for the coefficients bf the expansion for a 
-S

body of prescribed geometrical characteristics by means of sets of linear -

equations. This is illustrated for the polynomial in the following section.

The direct application of the method of linear equations is tedious, 
however. '.

and another method-in which the equation of the sectional-area curve is given 
.4

directly as a linear combination of tabulated functions-is developed. Aswill be shown, the determination of the latter functions Is simplified 
in the ., .

case of the polynomial form because of the property that its zero. appear as

:actors. Furthermore, the polynomial form appears to be more suitable for the

purpose of computing pressure distributions. Because of its advantages, the

polynomial representation is used in the succeeding developments. " -

EQUATIONS FOR POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS r V

The equation of a meridian section of a body of revolution will now L

be expressed in terms of rectangular coo.7dinates (X,Y) with the X-axis taken ':

along the axis of the body and the origin at one end (the nose) of the body. . t.
Assuming a polynomial for the equation of the secticnal-area curve, then . *!

jry - A X + A2 X
2

4 ..•+ [1] + A Xi

It will be convenient to operate with this equation in dimensionless

form. For this purpose put x = X/1, y - Y/d. Then Equation [1] may be writ-

ten a

+ax + . + anxn [2]

whe.,e

- 3 -as  A .- , s a,2, ... n [3]

Sketches of a sectional-area curve in dimensional and dimensionless forms are

shown in Figu.es I and 2.

The coefficients a,, a2 . . . . are to be determined in ter-s of pre-

scribed values of the geometrical parameters m, ror 1  and Cp In the dimen-

sionless form the length and maximum diameter are unity so that X is elimi-

nated as a parameter. The length and diameter conditions are then that y a 0 .

when x a 1, y when x -, and d 0 when x m. These respectively give

the equations: 2

__*- 

,~i

- . . . .. . --- - -- -**-** . . -"
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al + a2 + al + + a- 0 4[1]a

aim + am2 + ... a [51-

e+ +2am + ... + namn' -0 [61

The radius of curvature R may be evaluated from the formula
•*. -"

2 /2dFX [ -dX-Y / ' ,

which may be written in the dimensionless form

LI +-L 2 -.S3/2-d
2  1 "d2 ( dy'i"', .

d e" Qydy2 I
But differer.tiating Equation [2] successively with respect to y gives

n-I dx -2y (ai + 2a 4....+ )- [81- +

and
*2 (al + 2a,x 4 + ranxn-1) e + 2a2 + ... + n(n-I)anxf2] ()[9"

n ddy / .y

If a, 3 0, t is seen from Equation r8) that when x = 0, dy= 0,

and hence, from Equation [9], that d 2 X . 2 Consequently, substituting these "" 7.

values Into Equation [7], we obtaind?

I" . ,1

iala 2r, [001

If, on the other hand, a, 0, the body k'as a pointed nose and ro  0 0. gence j.
Equation [101 is valid for both cases. dx .'• dxSimilarly when x - 1, y - 0 and from Equation [8] L - 0, unless .

al + 2a2 + .. + nan - [,"

Hence Equations [7] and [9] give .

ax + 2a 2 ... + na n  -2r, [12

:;. *I-.



'The positive sign Is taken in [101 and the negative In [12] because r0 and r1
are taken intrinsically positive; but a. is the slope of the sectional-area

curve at X - 0, and hence 13 positive, and a + 2a + ... + na is the slope

of the sectional-area curve at x - 1; and hence Is negative. If [111 Is sat- A

sfied, the body" has a pointed tall and r. = 0, so that 112] is valid for both
cases.

The volume of the body may be expressed as 4

V".= j Y2dX = d21 y2dx,

or, substituting for y2 from Equatlon [21,

1 aa + ... +[ a C 113]

For convenience, the foregoing linear equations in the a 'S are

assembled here:.

a1 + a2 + ... + an 0 [4]1 2

a m + a m2 + ...+amn 1 [5)

n- 1"ax +*2a 2m + ... + nanm -i [61

a1  2ro  [10i

a1 + 2a2 + ... + nan  2r, (12]

1 1 C [131
2 1 + a + "" + I n 4 p

"., , SOLUTION OF EIQUATIONS FOR POLYNOMIALS OF SIXTH DEGREE

,Corresponding to the parameters mi re r,, and C there are the six

,_equations [4), [5., [6), [10], [17], and [1FO. Consequently a polynomial of

-ixth degree i.1, In general, determinable so that we choose n - 6 In these
equations. The solution of these equations by the determinant rule Is tedious a

and consequently an alternative procedure is developed.

The form of the solutlon by the determinant rule shows that the an'.

are linear functions of ro, r,1 and C . Hence y2 is also a linear function

of re, r,, and C and may be written In the form .
p

". . :,,V
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y2  2roRo(x) + 2r1R1(x) + C P(x) + Q(x) [i1]

where RO(X, 111(x), P(x), and Q(x) are poly~tomials of the sixth degree In x.

Corresponding to Equations j43, [5]', [6], fio], !121 and [131 the polynomial

y2(x) satisfies the following conditions Identically in ro, rif and Cp

(a) y2(0) _ 0

(b) a 92(0) 2r0
0l

dx(c) 9(1) =0o

(d) -7a y(1) --2r

(e) () m --4.

(f) y2 ( ) 0

and
(g) y2 (x)dx --C.

Since conditions (a) through (g) are satisfied identically in ro, r., aid C,.

their application to [141 has the followirg consequences:

Since y(O) = 0, regardless of the values of ro , r., and Cp, we mu't have

Ro(O) = Rj(O) = P(O) Q(o) - 0 [151

Similarly we obtain the following equations:

From Condition (b),

R1(0) - 1, A1 '(O) = P'(O) - Q'(0) W [6-

where the prime deno'es differentiation with respect to x. Prom Condition (c)

RO(1) M P(1) Q() - 0 [171

from Condition (d).

R1'() -I , PT) Q10 0[

- - - -~
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From Condition (e),
P(M) o. Q(m)si 1191

From*Condition U:).

11o'(a) R 1(m) - PIlM) - Q'(m) - 0 [20]

and .ox C6nditiort (g). V
*-- I

rP(x)dx -- , (Rox)dx - Rl Q(x)d x - 0 [211

The values of Ro(x), R IxW. P(x), and Q(x) will now be derived on the basis of

the relations In Equations [15] through [21]:

EVALUATION OP R (x)

Since Ro(0) - Ro(1) - Rol(1) R ,, Ro((m) R 0, and since R W

is a polynomial of tne sixth degree, it may be written factorially in the form S I
RX) (a + alx) x Ix-1)lx-) 2  [22]

o.."

0 0:~ 1

The coefficients ao and a1 may be ev'uated as follows: From Equation [16] ".

R '(0) = 1; whenco, from [22],.

a [231

Equation [22] may be rewritten as 
t

86W. - o[X - 2x'(1 + a) + x3 ( + 4m + m2 ) -2 x
2 (l + M) + M

2x] i

+a,[x' - 2x ' (1 + m) + x4(i + 4m + M2 ) -2mx ( + M) + M2X2]

Hence, froms. 121],

R (X)dx a + M)( + -1 + 4m + e2) 40.m + m) + m

+ M) + f2

+ , - j,, +) + -1(1 + 4m + M2 ) . ,, +.> 0.[I

3I.

. Yi.I 7
.. o-
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Then, simplifying, substituting a0 - and solving for a we obtain

a, 71 - km + 5 2) [241

2m2(2-7m + 7m2)

EVALUATION OF Ri(x)
Since R 1(0) =R11(O) = R10) = R~m) f R,'lm) 0 , and since RXx) .f"'

Is a polynomial of the sixth degree, it may be written factorially in -the form ,

R"(x) + .81 X) X2 (X _ 1)(X _ M} [251

The coefficients P and P are evaluattj as follows:

Prom [16], R '(1) -1; whence, from (251,

(po + pl)('1 -M)2 _1 -1261 ..%

Equation [25] may be rewritten as:

1,(X) = .8 [ 5- X'(1 + 2m) + xs(m + 2 m) .M2 ]

+ P1 [x' - x(1 + 2m) + x'(m + 2m) -_ xS] -.

But, from [21], R (x)dx - 0. Hence, Integrating the above expression for

Ea n ncx) and simpnlcyeng, gives )"

7P'o(2 - 6m + 5m2) + #(10 - 28m + 21' )  0 [271

Solving for [26) and [27] simultanLously, we obtain

10 - 28m + 21m
* "0° 2(1 - m)2 (2 - 7M + 7m2

) [28"

7(2 - 6m + 5mW ) [291

.... - m) 2 7

___ _•_-! .~-.*. "; . ,, - • , .
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EVALUATION OF Pix)

Since P(O) - P'(O) - P(i) - P'(1) = P(m) P'(m) - 0 and since PWi)

is a polynomial of the sixth degree, it say be written factorially In the form

PWi) - ?x (x - ')'(x - (301

To evaluate the coefficient 7, we have, from (21 ). P(x)dx -.. dence.

Px) Ix-- 2x5(1 + M) + x4 (1 + 4k + m2) - 2x 5 (m + m') + Wx'

and Integrating, we obtain

y +- j+ -m)++(1 + 4a+ at) m + +

or i3
: : " Y" 2(2- 7m + 7= 1311],,"I,

EVALUATION OF Qx)

Since Q(O) - Q'(0)'- Q(1) - Q'(10 -0 and Q(x) is a polynomial of the

sixth degree, it may be written in the form

Q(x) (60 + 61x + 62x2)x'(x - ) 132]

The undetermined coefficients are evaluated as follows: From [191, Q(m) - 4,
and hence

o + M6 1 2 4m2(l m)Z  []331

From [201, Q'(m) 0 0, and hence

( o + 6 M + 6 2) 2m(m - 1)(2m - 1) + (6, + 2m62) m2(M - 1)2 - 0

'", dividing by m(m - 1) and sImplifying, we obtain

*0 (4m -2) + 6 m(5m -3) +6 2 m
2 (6m 4 ) 0 [34]

I~
| - : . " 3

_ I.^
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From [2]. Q(x)dx 0. Hence, writing

M~x) (6 + 61X + S2x
2)x 2i + )

and integrating, we obtain,

V 3)+&IO +7 ) 1 2 1)

or

146 + 76, +g46 0 [35]'

Solving Equations [33], 134], and [35] simultaneously for J 01 Sit and 6 2 gives

10m-8z2 [36]
mg(i _ t)3 (7M2 -7m + 2)

21* -- 2m Ii 2  4m + 2 17
2I(I _ M)3(7a2  - 7m + 2)

7(5?-5m +1)
~ 4M3(j m)*(7in2 - 7m + 2)- [38]

71e results of the present section will now be summarized. It has been shown that a
body of revolution whose nose and tai l radii, position ot maximum section and pris.atic coef-
ficient are prescribed may be represented by a polynomial of the sixth degree in the form

2r*R(x) +2rR,(X) * CP(x) + Q(x) [14)

where

RO(x) a * - 1)t(1 - m)2(a. a x1 )

RI( o) xl(X - 1)(x - )(o [ X)

PW x2(x - 1)(x - m. Y

Q(x) x "(x -l( + x -

E7 .L "

,*4-< € - *' -" - 7* + , .--1 . * " "
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asd 1

a 3 .-- 7(1- 4x + 5m)Sa s" 2m (2 -7m + 7m )

PeO0 " 28m + 21mt

2(1 - m)2(2 - 7m + 7?m2)7(2.- 6 + 5m2)

7(1 .-- |•

2(1 - m)(2- 7m + 7m 2)

105 140]
2(2 -7m +7)m

3(2- 8m + 7ms)

4w(I - m)'(2 - 7m + 7m)

2 - 4m - 14m + 21m

2w(1r m)3(2 - 7m + 7)

7(1 - 5m,+ 5m2)
4m$(l - r)(2 - 7m + 7m)

The coeffticierts a o through 5 are tabulated for values of m from
0 2

0,10 to 0.50, In intervals of 0.02, in Appendix 1. Appendix 2 contains tables

of the polynomials R(x), R (x), P(x), and Q(x) for values of x from 0 to 1,

In Intervals of 0.02, and for the same values of m. Graphs of these functions,

for selected values of m, are shown In Appendix 3.

The numerical example in Table 1 illustrates how the tables of Ap-

pendix 2 can be used to calculate the offsets of a given form. The figures

apply to a body whose geometric parameters are ro a 0.50, r, = 0..0, Cp - 0.65,

and m - 0.40. The calculations for y2 and y, shown in Table 1, are based di-
rectly upon the tables for R(X), RW(x), P(x), and Q'x) corresponding to

.m a 0.40. The resulting body and sectional-area curves, In dimensionless form,

are shown in Figure 3.
,,nthat The graphs of the basic polynomials given in Appendix 3 are useful

C In that they provide a visual means of showing how each geometrical parameter
"irtects the shape of the body. Thus, If a body with certain prescribed param-

".eters Is not suitable for the intended purpose, the graphs will indicate the "

parameter changes that are necessary to produce a desired volumetric dlstribu-

-tion or contour.

______[

~[

____________
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TABLE 1

Calculations of y
2 and y for a Typical S1)'h Degree Polynomial Form

x 2roRo(x) 2rIRI(x) CpP(x) Mx) yy

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.02 0.01658 -0.00010 0.0502 -0.00167 0.02073 0.1439
0.04 .72 .0003' .02o8 .oO488 .04240 .2059
.06 .03328 .00068 .03921 .00746 .06435 .2537

.08 .03575 .00101 .05915 .00784 .08605 .2934

.10 .03560 .00132 .07774 -0.00494 .10708 .3272

.1? .03358 .00157 .09323 +0.00182 .12706 ,3 6
.14 030!-5 .001r .10450 .01265 .14575 1;.1 0 I} .00075
.16 .02642 .05 .110m5 .02744 .16297 .403

.18 .02220 .00185 .112 5 .04580- .17860 . .422

.20 .01800 .00178 .10920 .067 .192;5 .4388

.22 .oi4o6 .00164 .10174 .09066 .20482 .4526

.24 .01054 .00145 .0903 .11552 .21544 .4641

.26 .00752 .00122 .07737 .14075 .2242 .4737.28 .0506 .097 .0624 1 .16538 .23188 .4815

.30 .00316 .00072 .04703 .18842 .23789 .4878

.2 .00178 .00049 .03232 .20894 .2425 .4925
.32 0085 .00029 .01933 .22607 .24 .49 9

.36 .00031 .00013 .00906 .23904 .24;28 .49d2
•38 .00036 .00003 .00237 .24719 .24959 .4996

.4o .0 0 0 .25000 .25000 .5000

.42 .00003 .00004 .00253 .24 0 .2961

.44 0.00005 .00014 I .01036 .2326 .2453 .

.46 -0.00002 .00031 .02369 .22345 .24681 .4968

.48 .00026 .00054 .04252 .20280 .24452 .4944

.50 .00073 .00082 .06665 .17661 .24171 .4917

.52 .0o148 .0oi4 .09567 .14534 .23839 .4882
.; .00254 .00148 .12897 .io963 .?3455 .484LI
6 .00390 .00182 .16575 .07027 .23030 .4799

.58 .00557 .00213 .20503 f0.02817 .22550 .4749

.60 .00750 .00240 .24570 -0.01562 .??o18 .4692

.62 .0096 .00260 .28650 .05998 .21427 .4629

.64 .0119" .00271 .32607 .10368 .20774 5.

.66 .01430 .00271 .36301 .14548 .20052 74

.68 .01663 .00258 .39587 .184i0 1929t .4388

.70 .01883 .00230 .4232t .21832 .13 I .4287

.72 .02077 .=0186 .44382 .24696 .1i423 .174

.7q .0223b .00126 .45634 .26895 .16377 .4046

.76 .02,9 -0.00o50 .45981 .28339 .15243 .3905

.02406 +0004 45344 .28956 .14022 I.3744

.02400 .00142 .43680 .28704 .12718 .3566

.82 .02325 .00252 .40982 .2756 .11340 .3368

.84 .02179 .00364 .37293 257 .090o0 .3146

.86 .019 .00412 .32711 :22601 .08417 .2901

.88 .o68 .00 5 .27399 .19360 .o6q16 .2630

.90 ,01362 .00 33 .21595 .1543b .05430 .2330

.92 .01008 .oo66 .15620 .11276 .03997 .2000
94 .00651 .00633 .0892 .07201 .02673 .1635
.96 .00331 .00530 .04931 .03616 .01514 .1230 ,

.98 70.00094 40.0028 0.01378 -0.01017 0.00595 0.0771

.00 1 0 1 0 0 1 0. 0 00

_... 
. .,.
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LIMITATION OF RANGES OF PARAi-TERS

Not all combinations of the parameters r0 , r,, Cp, and m give desir-

able forms. For example, since for arbitrary values of the parameter, the

right member of [14] may be considered as an arbitrary polynomial of the ',
sixth degree, (subject to the restriction that y2 ; at x - m) It could very

well become negative (which would be meaningless) or assume several maxima

and min!-%a and inflection points in the interval 0 9 x 9 1. Indeed maxima

grester than the desired one at x - m may occur.

The term "desirable" remains to be defined, but for the development

of forms which may be considered as streamlined bodies, simple geometrical

restrictions may be imposed. The simplest conditions for ensuring a desirable

form appear to be that the polynomial remain positive in the range 0 ; x S I [
and that the body have no inflection points. Since the form has a maximum of

y- at x - m, and crosses the x-axis at x = 0 and 1, these conditions alone
preclude the occurrence of minima or of more than one maximum in the form of -

the body.

There may be occasions, however, where bodies with Inflection points

near the tail are permitted or desired. For example, such forms have been

proposed as laminai-flow forms. In this case a suitabl3 condition is that the

sectional-area curve have no stationary value (maximum or minimum) other than

at X 0 m.
The aforementioned conditions may be formulated mathematically and

employed to determine permissible ranges of the parameters. First, let us

consider the maximum or minimum condition.

MAXIMUM OR MINIMUM CONDITION

Put y2 = f(x). The derivative z"(x) is known to be divisible by

(x - m) since f'(x) - 0 when x - m. Removal of this factor leaves a polynom-

lial, T(x) for example, which must not pass through zero over the interval in

order to avoid a minimum of f(x). Indeed, since fi(x) is positive near the

nose, when x - is negative, it is seen that T(x) must be negative. Hence

the condition may be expressed in the form

T~~ W fW<0141JX - M

.'for all values of x In the range O x S 1. Put

R 01x Rx) Px ( x Q(x)

X - p .' - C C - -1 -'

C wi& i.~... *'--- C.-

xi m, X 4

L

LJ[
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Then, also,

?(x) =2r 0 0 x) +2r R(x) 4 C'P'x) + 4(x) [431

It Is seen that ?(x) is a function of five variables, i.e., explicitly,

T(x) = ?(x,m; ro ri, C < 0

Now consider the equation

T(xim; r0 , r,, Cp) = 0 [4]

For f1;.ed x and mi, it is seen from (431 that (441 is the equation of a plane

in an (r0 rI, C ) rectangular coordinate system. This plane divides the

(r0 , r,, C p) space into two parts, in one of which T(x) > 0, in the other

?(x) < 0. Hence Condition (41] is satisfied on only one side of the plane. ft
We may now ccnsider x and M as parameters which derine a two-parameter family

of planes in the (r , r., C p) space and an envelope surface. As x and m are

varied, the region of permissible value3 of r., rl, and Cp becomes more re-

stricted as the successive planes intersect and reduce the space in which Con-

dition (411 is satisfied. Indeed, one can readily convince himself, by sketch-

ing an element of an uninflected curve and drawing a succession of tangent

lines to it (so that the curve element is the envelope of these tangent lines),

that the side of the envelope ciu-ve towards the center of curvature of the

element remainj on the same side (plus or minus) of all the tangent lines to

the element. Similarly, in the three-dimensional (r , r1 , C ) space, the en-S" o p
velope surface delineates the region in which Condition L41] is satisfied.

Since the envelope surface may have inflection points and may intersect itself,

the permissible region may become further restricted. The equations of the

envelope surface, in parametric form, are

Y(x, m; r0 , ri, Cp) p 0 -

0 [451ex

For each x and m Equations P451 are three linear equations which may be solved

simultaneously for ro , ri, Cp, giving a point in the (ro, ri, Cp) space corres-

ponding to each pair of values (x, m).

L~ ~~ -=_ 1=1- -- 77VI
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Because of the graphical difficulty of presenting a surface in three
dimensions the foregoing, analysis will he illustrated in a two-dimensioral

case. We will suppose that both m and Cp are preocribed. Then, considering

x as a parameter, Equation [44] reprcsents a one-parameter family of straight
lines in an (r o , r) plate. The envelope of this family of lines has the

equations

?'(x; ro , r1 ) 0 
[461

e x 

" 

a 0

For eich x, Equations [46] are linear equations which may be solved simultane-
ously for ro and *r, giving a point in the (ro , r,) plane. By computing the

pairs of values of (rtr rd for a sufficient number of values of x in the
range 0 5 x 9 1, the envelope curve of r. against r may be graphed. Figure

4 shows two envelope curves of r1 against r0 for m' °.0.40 ancf Cp - 0.55 and

m - 0.40 and Cp a 0.65. The corresponding values of x are marked along the
curves. Proceedirg along the curve in the direction of increasing x, the neg-
ative or permissible side of the tangent line at each x (representing T(x) = 0)
is on the right, so that the right side of the envelope curve is the permissi-
ble side. Consider the curve for Cp W 0.65. For a point (r o , r) to be per-

missible it must be on the right side of all possible tangent lines that cah be

drawn to the envelope curve for 0 : x ; 1. It Is seen in Figure 4 that tan-

gent lines for x > 0.68 begin to elimi ate regions which previously iere on

the right side of the envelope curve. Furthermore only points (ro t rj in the

first quadrant need be considered since negative radii are mesningless. In

this way the permissible regions for r0 , r., bounded bysegments of the r0 and
r axes and by arcs of the envelope curves, shown shaded in Figure 4, are

obtained.

INFLECTION POINT CONDITION

If the body is to have no Inflection points, its slope must be mono-

tonically decreasing as x increases from 0 to 1, i.e.,

dy < 0 147

dxa

for all values of x in the range 0 _9 x i 1. Again put y2 f(x). Then, dif-

ferentiating successively with respect to x, we get

___ F
.,1
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Pys' + 2yy" - f"(x) [191

or, eliminating y' between 148] and [i9], we obtain

, 2If" - fit

We must also suppose that yt > 0, or

(x) > 0 for 0< x < 1 [51]

Then also, from [47] and [50],

2If - fi5 < 0 1521

Both Conditions [51] and [52] can be shown to determine envelope surfaces
bounding regions in an (r , r,, C ) space, and the region which is common to

0
both ls the permissible one.

In cases where all the parameters but one are prescribed and It .;

desired to determine the permissible range of variation of that parameter. a
procedure soiewhat simpler than the envelope method may be employed. For ex-
ample, suppose ro. r and a are prescribed and the limits or pordL;4ble vant-
ation of Cp are to be found. Then the equ&tion f(x) - 0 may bz solved for C p
as a function of x and plotted against x. The resulting curve Is the boundary .

separating positive from negative values of f(x). A value of Cp for which
Condition (51] is not eatisfied for any x mu-" be discarded. Hence the per-

lissible range or C would be defined by the ordinates of the horizontal tan-

gent lines at the maxima and mina of the curve or C against x, whitch do
not otherwise intetsect the curve. Similarly the equation 2ff" - fl a 0 can
be solved for C plotted as a function of x, and the ordinates of these tan-

gent lines, at the wxima and minima, which do not again Intersect the curve,
obtained. The range of Cp which Is com.on to the runges satisfying {(5 ] and
1521 separately then gives the decired rar.S wh'ch satisfies the conditions
simultaneously. This procedure will be Illustrated In a later section In the
case of a seventh-degree polynomial. where the parameters m, ro . r., and'C
are prescribed, and a new parameter a2 , to be defined, Is varied.

i..

I.

.. . . .:,,. ;' ,
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SEVE31TH-DEGRES POLYNOMIAL FORIMS ,

After the work In connection with the sixth-degree polynomial had

been completed, it was of Interest to dotermine how well a form was defined

by the parameters m, ro , r., and Cp. For this purpose it was decided to intro-

duce an additional degree of freedom and to develop the equations for the
L class of forms represented by polynomials of the seventh degree. For then,

• "by holdir the original parameters constant, allowing the new parameter to

vary, and comparing the form determined by the polynomial of the sixth degree

with those of the seventh, an answer to the above question could be obtained.

DERIVATION OP BASIC POLYNOMIALS
The new parameter was chosen to be a3 , the coefficient of x In

Equation [2). Then y' Is a linear function of ro , r. , z , and C and may be
written in the form

S 2roSo(x + 2r1S1 (x) + a2 (x) + C V(x) + W(x) (531
0 0 p

where SOW. S(). U(x), V(x), and Q(x) are polynomials of the seventh degree

In x. To determine y2(x) we have the same conditions for tnese polynomials

as (a) through (g), tabulated on page 9 and, In addition, the equation

(h) ' (0) - 2a,

On the basis that these conditions must te satisfied id, .cally In

rO, rI, a., and Cp, we obtain, as for the polynomials of the sixti degree, the

relations

S°(0) a S°"(O) - S (I) s 0(1) " S°(m) " S°'(m) " S(x)dx 0

So0'(o) - I

3(o), S 1,(0) S"(o) - S (1) . SIN), S,(m) - a S(x)dx - 0

S ,() -
I

U(O) U(O) U(1) U10) U(S) *U'( Ulxldx. 0

U(O) 2
. L.

, ' . •... . . . - . .- 1.



V(o) - V'(o) - V"(0) V V(1) VI() . V(s) V,(M) - 0

4

The procedure for determining these basic polynomials is similar to

that used for the sixth degree. Omitting the details of the calculations. we

have

- 2roS0(x) + 2rS 1(x) + a2 U(x) + C pV(x) + W(x) 1531

where

SolX) - (a 0 +aX+a2x

S (x) - ('00 + #x)x5 (x - 1)(x - ,)2

U(x) - (yo + ylx)x(x - 1)2 (x - M)2 [54J

V(x) - dxI(x - 1)2(x - M)2

W(x) - (C 0 + t + C 2lx - 11£

and 1
a a

0 K2

2(1 + a)

0 2 ( 13 2; - 8M'2 4 63M),,,.

0 .15 - 40,m + 28M2

(1 _M) 2 D

2(10- 28m + 21m2 )

70 W

i 
> 155]
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4(2 7m + 7W2) [551 (cat4.) I
rl = " 2D

210

10 - 35m + 28m2

15 - 25m - 70e + 99s .

4M4l=- 1)3D

3l2 - 8m + 72)
X 4(M - )D fj

where

D - 5 - 16m + 14e

LIMITATION OF RANGE OF a2 BY THE "NO-INPLECTIOH POINT" CONDITION

Let us again absume the values of the geometrical parameters which

were used to illustrate the sixth-degree polynomial form, viz. m - 0.40, •

"ro . 0.50, r1 a 0.10, and Cp a 0.65. When m is substituted into the Formulas

(55) for the coefficients in the seventh-degree polynomials [54], the follow-

ing values are obtained:

C-O  6.25 *1 n 43.75 02 = -87.5 Po M 11.5079

01 -4.2857 vo - 6.25 Y, - -9.5238 6 - 250 .

4o 20.668 e- -3.8752 e2 - -51.67 D - 0.84

Put y2  f 1(x). and

g(x) 2roSo(x) + 2r S (x.) + C V(x) + W(x)
r

Then

f(x) a U(x) + g(x) (561 .
a.. I

- where Ulx) and g(x) are given polynomials. 1~1

3:

%. .I ____
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The border curve for Condition (51], f(x) 0, can now be expressed *

as

j. B " [57]

is shown in Figure 5, where the nonpermisslole side of the curve is cross-

hatched. The values of a2 for which the lines a, - constant intersect the

curve [56] must be excluded since, for these values, Condition [511 is not sat- i

isfied for all values of xo. In this way it is seen from Figure 5 that only
values of a in the range -26 =< a2 9 11 satisfy Condition [51].

Similarly Condition (52] defines the boundary curve

2 [8U(X + 9X)]a2U"(X) + "X] [a2UI(X)+ tX1 0

or

a2
2(2UU ' - U'2 1 + 2a2(gU" - g'U' + g"U) + 2gg" - g,2 = 0 [58)

from which a., may be graphed as ordinate against x as abscissa~for 0 f- x t_5 1.
This curve is also shown In Figure 5, and its nonpermissible side is also In-

dicated by shading. The curve shows that the limits of a to satisfy Condi-

tion (52] are -o < a2 i 158, and -2 - a2 _ b. Hence Condition [51] and (52]
are satisfied simultaneously only by values of a In the range -2 < a2 

< 6.

COMPARISON OF SIXTH- AND SEVENTH-DEGREE POLYNOMIAL FORMS

The elasa of bodies represented by polynomials of the seventh degree,

Y2 - aIx + a2 x2 + ... + a X7 , includes as a subclass, when a. a 0, those of

the sixth degree. As a check on the formulas for the coefficients occurring

in the basic polynomials [54], the example shown in Figure 3 to Illustrate the
polynomial of the sixth degree was also applied to the seventh degree. The

form was assumed to have the same primary geometrical characteristics as be-
fore, viz, m - 0.40, ro W 0.50, r, = 0.10, Cp = 0.65, and a2 was chosen to

.,have the value In the resulting sixth-degree polynomial, a2 2.1497, as given
"in Figure 3. Now if these values of the parameters and the values of the co-
efficients listed In the preceding section are substituted Into Equation (53],
the resulting polynomial obtained is found to be identical with the original

sixth-degree polynomial, with a7 reducing to zero.

___ i2 i~ 4 L
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By assuming other values for a2 it is now possible to obtatn new
forms having the' same values of the primary geometrical quantities 6, r ,

and C The range of choice of a is limited, however, wnen Inflection points

on the body are not permitted. WiVA the values of m, ro , r,, and C as

above, It was shown in tne previous section that a2 Is restricted to the range

-2 a 2 6. Forms corresponding to values of a near the limits of this

range, a, - -1, and a2 - 5. are shown in Figure 6, together with the original

aixth-degree polynomial. It is seen that there is appreciable variation be-

tween these forms. It must be concluded that the geometrical parameters m, .

ro. rl, and Cp alone do not suffice to fix a form.

From a practical point of view, however, the useable forms generated

by polynomials of the seventh degree can be fitted so closely by polynomials

of the sixth degree that no essentially new forms are introduced by the In-

crease In the number of degrees of freerom. As an illustation of this the

seventh-degree polynomials shown In Figure 6 have been fitted by sixth-degree

polynomials by the method of least squares, and, as Is shown In Figures 7 and

8, the fits obtained are excellent. The method of curve fitting employed

here Is described in Appendix 4.

It is further believed that practically all streamlined forms satis-

fying the no-inflection-point condition can be well-fitted by sixth-degree

polynomial forms. From this point of view, although the parameters m, ro, rx, I

and C alone do not suffice to fix a form, by their variation they deteemine '"

pall the desirable forms generated by sixth-degree polynomials, and thus, in

the above sense, all the desirable stream forms.

.1
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APPENDIX 1

TABLE OF COEFFICIENTS FOR BASIC SIXTH-DEGREE POLYNOMIALS

The coefficients for basic sixth-degree polynomials occur in the

following formulas:

y -2roR(x) + 2r Rx) + CP(x) + Qx) [14)

where

Rox) x(x - 1)2 (x - m)'(a o + a1x)
0.

(x; ( x2 1 X iA)2 (,o + pX)
[391 -

P(x) x2(x - 1)2(x - 12

Q(x) x2 (x - 112(d0 + 61x + 62x1,

and

71 - 4m + 5W2)
2m(2 7m + 7W2 )

S 10 - 28m + 2"m2

0 2(1 - m)2(2 - 7m + 7m2 )

7(2 - 6m+ 5m2 )
2(1 - m)2(2 -7m + 7W)

105 14o

2(2 - 7m+ 71)

3(2 - 8m + 7m2)
4m'(1 - m)'(2 - 7m + 7 2) ;

2 - 4m - 14m2 + 2110

•2,1 - M)3(2 - 7a + 7e 12)

O 71 - 5m + 5)
4m(1 - M)3(2 - 7m + 7W2)

The coefficients are tabulated for values of a from 0.10 to 0.50 in

intervals of 0.02.

WIMERA=;:i "7"-" Z
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APPENDIX 2

TABLES OF THE BASIC SIXTH-DEGREE POLYNOMIALS

The polyn3rnlals are defined by:

R x)x(x 1)(xm), + tX)
0 0 1

R1 (x) x2 (x -1)(x WO +)(~ P* x) [39

P(x) =x
2 (x 1)'(x -lh)

2v

Q(x) X (X 1- ( + aX+6_2

p0



544

,,=0.10i

r

0 (X)  R, (x) P(x) Q(x)
0

0 0O- 0 0

0.02 6.011 385 -0.000008 0.000094 0.031089
04 .012389 .000017 .000204 0.099172

o6 .007638 .00001 .000105 0.172898
08 .002348 .000007 .000083 0.228723

.10 0 0 0 0.249999

12 .002976 .000014 000171 0.2261o0
14 012715 .000073 .000889 0.151(02

.029U4' .000202 .0021192 0.02549"

.18 054307 .000428 .005743 -0.149536

.20 .0 5489 .000776 .009810 0.36734

.22 .122327 .001268 .016249 0.621383
.2 .1631tI 9 001923 .024989 0.900435

2 207117 .002753 .03631 1.1911054.28 .251624 .003754 .050462 1.49041

.30 .295074 .004956 .067599 1.778399

2 .335605 .oo6 20 .087822 2.045751
.34 .371i33 007;39 .111150 2.251745

36 .400905 0091189 .13751A 2.ii76352
.38 .422557 .011237 .1667.6 2.61074.

.4 .1135155 .013o41 .198657 2.707776

.42 .43735 .0111856 .232860 2.731687
44 .4293 .3 o16625 .268955 2.8768

.46 410495 o18280 .306442 2.577214

.48 .380315 .19784 .344743 2.397257

.50 .330420 .021042 .383213 2.1511N '

.5 288477 .02199)4 .4211 I1 1 .843328

54 .2284P6 .022571 .457771 1: .49982
6 .160758 .022706 .492308 1.069316

.8 .0(awd .022338 .523034 0.62i?14
.,008765 .021411 .551826 -0.17082

.62 -0.071559 .019879 .575171 +0.340402

.64 .151 21 .017708 .59318 0.827558

.66 .22q653 .014879 .605148 1.300052

.68 .302628 .011393 .610399 1.743255

.70 , 368337 .007272 .608389 2.142665

.72 .42446 -0.002-64 .59893 2.484376
.74 .468867 +o.002654 .51o 5 2.755578

.76 .1190681 .008271 .555361; % 2.910 14

: 8 :515408 .014139 .521786 3.014072
. .515032 .020065 .480702 3.046126

.82 l98130 .025811 .432790 2.949723
.84 .465003 .031087 .379055 2.755b12
.86 416T98 .03;544 .320863 2.471616
.88 .355t154 .03 772 .2599OO  2.109952

.90 .2 455 .040292 .198657 1.690389

.92 .208934 .03955? .1;9580 1.?40163 .

.94 .133940 :05918 .086012 0.795121

.96 .o67498 .028672 .041793 0.400710
0.98 -. O1O44 +0.017003 0.011400 +0.113066
1.00 0 0 0 0
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m=0. 12

x R(.) R (X) P(c) qx)

0 0 0 0 0
0.02 0.012900 -0.000014 0.000160 0.023146

.04 .015307 .000033 .000393 0.076375

.o6 .011947 .000040 .000417 0.1;9273

.08 .0,6534 .OCC030 . 00036 o.19618 4

.10 .001o80 .000011 .000135 0.235671

.12 0 0 0 0.250000

.1w' .002?15 .O001 9 .000242 0 2"vs66

,16 ,00924, .oooq6 .001204 0:1 78,1
.18 .02130N .000257 .003266 0.110237
.2) .038191 .000530 .006822 0.004197
.22 .0934 .000q40 .012262 -0.126240
.24 .0 3949 .001o08 .01994q 0.27gQo7
.26 .110986 .002250 .C30212 0. 43-805
.28 .1393o6 .00317 .043325 o.608407
.30 .167683 ..059497. 0.777943
.32 .194870 005583 .078866 0.940654
.34 .21 648 .O07o44 .1 Ol 486 1 09002r).36 .246870 .e865o 132 1.21998
.38 .25'i96 .0103-0 .156247 1.325105
.40 .2b8629 .0121t7 .1 M0141 1.1100711
.42 .273544 .0139Q3 .222388 1.443067
.414 .271703 .015795 258878 1 44145
.146 .262781 .017513 .29701 1.14181146
.48 .2146670 .o9oi .33b209 1.34S714
.50 .223493 .020432 .375803 1.241789
.52 .193593 ,021 1494 . 15 071 I. 0991c6
54 157559 .022197 .;g53226 0.923896

•56 .11b163 .022470 .1;891111! 0 799414
.58 .070401 .02220 .5228 8 0:492101
.60 0.021442 .021476 .552610 -0.2117245
.62 -0 029o .020098 .577835 +0.008770

.66 .130775 015396 .611430 0.523401

.68 .178200 .012045 .618311 0.766111

.70 .221323 .008043 .617743 0.988306

.72 258600 -0.0031433 .609252 1.182146
:74 :285O +0.001709 .59252 1.340313
7b .310032. .00727Z 5 67?;,14 1:456g26

.32187 01312 .34116 1.524 70
X .323393 .01 9059 &1929114 1.5;,'2156

.82 .314238 .02484 ."44511 I.506304

.84 .291528 .030192 .389922 1 .117756

.86 .2611940 ,03147"~ 3055 1.279711
8G .226794 .038096 .268206 1.09I5:.81
.90 .182163 .039753 .20.5205 0.88:;497

.92 .13966 .039158 .14361 0.651789

.914 :06o85 .03 56 .089064 0419554
S96 .01131177 .025146 .043325 0. 212207

0.98 -0.012292 +0.01 6968 0.011831 +0.060073
1.00 0 0 0 j 0

t

______
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a - 0.14

RO(x) R1 (x) P(x) Q(x)

0 0 0 0 0
.02 0.01363 -0.000021 0.000251 0.018042
.04 .01 75N4 .000055 .00066Q .060930
.o6 .015621 .000075 .o00q24 .114369
.08 .olo818 .000072 .0oo885 167185
.10 .005536 .000047 .000588 .2101

.12 .001526 .00016 .000202 0239857,14 0 0 0 .250o00

16 .00170 .00026 .000328 .23115.18 .oo t.286 .00012 .oo1582 .2 079 93

.20 .015059 .000318 .0011381 .156457

.36 .1023 .00770643 •8550 0.86923'

.24 ,113 .01120 .9150611 0.002266

.26 .796348 .01918 .02414 -0.5091019

.28 .07018 .0267 .036140 0.7980-.30 .0o99273 .003627 .51219 0o. 305526

.32 .117235 .02084? .06961 0.412336

.34 .135032 .06236 .091381 0.514264

.36 .1508213 .007790 6 .16563 o.60731.8 .163837 .0094,76 .14 5052 o. 687c50

.58 .173391 .011257 .170653 0.75267

.62 .178913 .013089 .211068 0.990

644 .04716 .018438 .247900 0. 02581.46 .77239 .016685 .286652 0.129625
.48 .167602 0183216 .326738 0.10672
.5 .154 o64 .019767 .36743 0.769758

52 .235802 .020940 .40813 O.706333
.54 .11159 .02171 •407891 5 . 22156
56 .086o13 .02216 .48584 0.?51926?. .056817 .022118 .52120 0.'0834 4

.2 0.024540 .02150 •552956 0.26881

.62 -0.009331 .020288 .021 -0.128036

.64 .02A161 .018430 .602084 +0.017368 ,66 • 07784 -1 . 1590 1 .61Z738 O. 62995 ,
0.68 .110328 .012692 .62208 +0.3010 0.70 .140155 .08817 .6271132 0.1135883
•72 .1 66239 -o.00o4316 .620282 0 533606, .

• 74 .18755" +0. 0074 .604595 O. 52793
76 .203191 .006256 .5{5o210 0.729396
A .212398 .1277 .547201 o.7,OO80001

0 P.I11409 .olU0i9 .505918 0.802038 "3

., 2 .2095 0 .0384,5 . 0o .79412 .
•84 .. 19 721 9 .029262 .4o01557 o '3 '

.86 .178060 -033916 .340M '0 N "7

.88 .152924 .o37389 .277o0o oN090 .123192 .03918 9 .212258 O. 83,l6
92 .090841 .038746 .14 9519 0.583

.94 058517 .035403 .092361 0.232021 : ,

96 02Q620 .0o291114 .o~j982 o.117948 ,
0:98 -0.008392 +0.016930 0.012298 +0.033542 J

-;1.0O0 0 0 0 0
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m- o.16

x Ro(X) R (x) P(x) Q(x)

0 0 0 0 0
0.02 0.014232 -0.000030 0.000373 0.0114530
.04 019308 .000J89 .001052 .0149029

6 .018706 .000126 .001577 .095875
.08 .014744 .000136 .001719 .143402 [
.10 .009554 .0001111 .0014145 .186678
.12 .004684 .oooo6g .00o884 .220789
14 .00- 253 .000022 .000288 .242527
16 0 0 . 0 .249999

.18 .001 342 .000033 .000432 .242441

.20 .005420 .000151 .002030 .220040

.22 .012145 .OCO)7 .005255 .183769

.24 .0212414 •000768 .0554 .135235

.26 032298 .001316 .018348 •07 531

.28 :0447 3 .002049 .029008 0.010104

.30 .058101 .002978 .042843 -0.06.772

.32 7165 .04104 .o6oo8i .135103
34 .0'675 .005421 .080867 .209289

.36 .096650 .006912 .105247 .278209

.38 .16942 .008554 .133161 .32304

.4 .115015 .010311 .16447 .398255

.42 .120408 .012140 .198831 .44o404.4

.44 .122751 .0139Q0 .235q28 .478001

.46 .121775 .015801 275250 . 80

.48 .117322 .017508 .31 20 .505o

.50 .109352 .0190-41 .358113 • I9 266

.52 .07942 .0203?5 .400!99 .476480

.54 .013291 .021285 .:41624 .44C4891
56 0512 .021845 .481485 .392461ol5 3 213 518842 .332.566* ~ .o'4563 .021

.023578 .021 •552726 .262996
.62 0 .02o01440 .592168 .185889
.66-.0723 o .o187 o .:06218 .103691

.047890 .01 63,4 .623975 -0.019095
.68 070994 .013328 .631460 +0.o65037
.70 .092412 .009590 •63739Z .145744
72 .111)-9 .005201 .6317141 .22006q
.74 127051 -0.000236 .617231 .285156
76 13836 +0.0052114 .59365 .33d362

8 .I6128 .0110014 .51004:1 .377383
.0 .1 483496 .o169149 .519735 .400385
.82 .145694 .022811 .470373 .4o6148
.84 .137706 .028297 .413998 .394219
.86 .124790 .033053 .352072 .365073
.88 107527 .036653 .2193 .320296
.90 .o8679 .038601 .219 52 .262762
.92 .0627 .038315 .155083 .196827
911 .0141 1 .035127 .095925 .128r41

.96 .0210145 .02275 .046776 .o65857
0.98 -0.005975 +0.016891 0.012 03 +O.018860
1.00 0 0 0 0

;sZ

.~
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0.18

x RO() R, (x) P(x) Q(x)

0 0 0 0 0
0.02 0. 014691 -0.000042 0.000534 0.011976

.04 .020873 .000124 .o169 o41728

.06 .021300 .000194 .00288 .081245

.08 .018224 .000228 .00242 .124059

.10 .0134o .000216 .002 15 .165083
.008343 .oool66 .002180 .200172

.11 .00396-8 .000095 .001259 .227475

.16 .001037 .000029 .000393 .244303

.18 . 0 0 0 250003

.20 .001075 .000041 .000556 .2 4332

.22 .004283 .000185 .002558 .227647

.24 .009';88 .000463 .0o65o4 .2oooi

.26 .O16423 .000904 .012865 .165031

.28 .024728 .001528 .0?2O0 .121879

.30 .033971 .0-02350 .034455 .073093

.32 .043678 .003377 .050396 0.02050

.34 ,03356 .004605 .070002 -0.03307

.36 ,062515 .006023 .093397 .08057

.38 .07o683 .007608 .120568 .140335

.40 .077429 .009330 .151388 .188911

.42 .082373 .oi1147 .185609 .232210

.44 .085200 .013009 .222869 .2688 .

.46 .085669 .014858 .262689 •297784

.48 .083622 .016627 •304476 .318080

.50 .078988 .01827 •347538 .329195

.52 .01786 .o1964o .391083 .330854

.54 .0'129 .020731 .434240 .3230d6

.56 .050217 .021439 .476070 .306221
.58 036'41 .021690 .515580 •280879

.60 .02 61 .021413 .551751 .2479b2
.62 0.004238 .020544 •583549 .208625

.64 -0.013044 .019032 609962 .16124

.66 .030428 .016838 .630014 .116407

.68 .047327 .013944 .6112806 .o66826

.70 .o63140 .010352 .647541 -0.017330

.72 .077267 .0o6o92 .643562 +0.030212

.74 .069135 -0.001224 .630388 .073951

.76 .0 9821 +0.004155 • 607754 .112119
:A 069 .00907 :575651 .143119.0 0631 .01584 9 •5374 .659 i

.82 .104827 .021745 .484568 .178531 ,
.84 .099484 .027300 .427276 .181340
.86 .090477 .032157 .363993 .173974
.88 .078212 .035888 .296720 .157020
.90 .063376 .037987 .228020 .131867
.92 .046982 .037864 .161o8o .100734

.94 .030412 .034838 •099772 .066897
96 .01 463 .028129 .04.716 .0347 4

0:98 0.004399 +0.016850 0.013351 +0.0100.5
1.00 0 0 0 0 ,4

.. ..
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0 0.20

x Ro W ( P(x) Q(X)

0.02 0.015063 -0.000058 0.000743 0.010025
c .022092 .000173 .002252 .O 345

.023498 .000284 .003720 •00735

.08 .021274 .000352 .004654 .1oouk
.10 .017028 .000363 .004833 .146292
.12 .012030 .000317 .004258 .181169
.14 .007213 .000229 .003114 .210334'
.16 .003366 .000126 .001724 .232124
:18 .oo0864 .000038 .000520 .245508
.20 0 0 0 .249997
22 .000870 .000050 .000703 .245570

.24 .003428 .000221 .003176 .232596

.26 .007514 .000547 .o790 21761.28 .012679 .001052. .05518 184O2

.30 .019210 .001756 .026310 .150483

.32 .026150 .002671 040678 .112443
.34 .033317 .003797 .058882 .OT1243
.36 .040323 .005127 .0o1074 0.028270
.38 .046790 .oo664 .107293 -0. 015098
.40 .052364 .008318 .137454 .057!.4

.42 .o56727 .010111 .171347 .09779"

.44 .059o09 .011975 .208632 .134756

.46 .060794 .013552 .218843 .167424

.4-8 .060129 .01567 .291394 .194972

.50 .057529 .101737A .335552 .216750
•.52 .052977 .018879 .380597 .232303
.'4 .046532 .0200)5 .425Z37 .241373
.56 .038320 .020956 .469 .243904
58 .028511 .021373 .511208 .240037.60 .017455 .021273 .549817 .23011 Z

.62 0.005384 :020588 .584151 .214673

.64 0.007299 .019261 .613121 .194404

.66 .0201 0 .017250 6356 8 .170161

.68 .03281 .014528 .650843 .142928

.70 .0447 .011 093 . 577 1 .113787

.72 .05_503 .oo6q69 .56 8 .083892

.74 .06 647 -0.002211 .R 2 0544g3

.76 .071760 +0.003088 .622':,6 .026,55
.076487 .008794 .590971 -0.001 472

• .078545 .01 4727 .549 17 +0.01985

.82 .077756 .020652 •46fl .036626

.84 .0"740 67 .026274 .4,1402 .o481o9

.86 .0b7584 .031233 .376719 .053971

.88 .0555 .035096 .307625 .054202

.90 .047605 .037350 .236787 .049214

.92 .035379 .037395 .167532 .039915

.94 .022953 .034537 .103920 .027799

.96 .011695 .02 "7 .050512 .015022
0.98 -0.003333 +0.01 07 0.013944 +0.004500
1.00 0 0 0 0

I .'T -TLT .'..12 .. ........ ..... ................. .. .. . ..J:
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a = 0.22

x RO(X) R (x) P(x) Q(x)

0 0 0 0 0

0.02 0.015371 -0.000076 0.001010 0.0084684
04 .023112 .000235 .0031P •030168
.6 .023 .00039 .005 0b0222
.6 025373 98 .094550
.08 .023941 .000515 0066 .12911
.10 .020277 .000561 .007666

.12 .015546 .000532 .007320 .1 63332

.14 .010651 . 000439 .006098 .1930115

.16 .006266 .000305 .004274 .217417

.18 .002859 .000162 .002291 .235395

.20 .000722 .000047 .000673 .246344

.22 0 0 0 .250000

.24 .000710 .000060 .000875 .2464o0

.26 .002766 .000262 .003893 .235876

.28 .o6002 .000638 .oo9616 21 397 -

.30 .010189 .001211 .01 6550 .19626J9

.32 .015055 .002000 .031120 .168772

.34 .020301 .003009 .07658 .137320

.36 .025617 .004237 .03 2 .102926

.38 .030694 .00566U .03393 .066613

.40 .035238 .007280 .122656 0.029403

.42 .038980 .009034 .156004 -0.007709.4 : 041 686 0 1 0887 .1!93129 • o113774.

.46 .043162 .012"81 .233586 077920

.48 .043264 .014653 .276794 .109363
.50 .041900 .o16428 .322015 .1371122

.52 •039035 .018031 .368,512 .161535

.514 .034689 .0193 8 .115264 .181264
56 .028942 .0203 5 .461275 .196302

58 021929 .c20969 ,05453 .206483
60 .013.4o . 021 051 .546651, .211777

.62 0.00U913 020557 .583702 .212289.64 -o. oo4571 .oi94211 :615438 .208255

.66 .o 4296 .0176o4 .64072" .200032

.68 .02391i8 .0150 6r .65840 .188096

.70 .033076 .011796 .667793 .17308

.72 .041407 .007822 .667793 .1551153

.74 .o'85-4 -o.oo3186 .65786 .13612?

.76 .054168 +0.002023 .6 3614 .115786

8 058016 .007675 .606920 .095232
0 059808 .013592 .566000 .075229

.82 .059408 .0195110 515:61 056511.84 .056761 .025225 .5 35 ,039739

.86 .1934 .030284 .390242 .025467

.88 .05139 .034230 •319251 .0111099

.90 .036759 .036692 .246164 .005853

.92 .027375 .036910 .17451 -0.0o001 Z,

.94 .0177 5 .034224 .108379 +0.0011 bU ,

.96 009093 .027818 .0530 0 .001767
0.98 -0.002594 +0.01 6762 o-o1454 +0.000714
1.00 0 0 0 0

h * .. '-'.-. A t
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4 m - 0.2 4

x ROWX R I W P(x) Q(x}

0 0 0 0 0
0.02 O.015628 -0.000099 0.001350 0. 007160
.o4 .023975 .000313 •004282 .025786
.06 .026981 .0o0542 .007482 .02051
.08 .026273 .000724 01o0067 .0 2705
.10 .023187 .000823 .011525 .115023

.12 .018807 .00082 .011657 .146763

.14 •013981 .0007 .010523 .176i24

.16 .009358 .000593 .008393 "20'04

.18 .0051403 .000392 .0056§4 .2221162

.20 .002427 .000202 .002974 .237677

.22 .ooo6o5 .000058 .000855 .246917

.24 . 0 0 . 0 .250000

.26 .000581 .000071 .001 075 .246962

.28 .002240 .000306 .004721 .2380P

.30 .004812 .000735 .011525 .223565

.32 .008090 .001382 .021999 .204139
•.34 .011835 .002257 .036555 .180309
.36 .015798 .003363 .055492 .152788
.38 .019723 .004692 .078978 .122327
.40 .023363 .006222 .107044 .089709

.42 .o26489 .007922 .139573 .055730

.44 .028895 .009J47 .176296 0.021186
t4" .030410 .0 11644 .216795 -0.013155

.4E .030897 .013549 .260503 .0146551

.50 .030265 .015390 .306710 .078328

.52 .028466 .017087 .354573 .107854

.54 025497 .01 556 .403131 .1311575
S56 .0211406 .019711 .151318 .158025
.58 .o16236 .0206463 • 427981 •177817
.6c .010275 .020730 .541911 .193660

.62 0.003551 .020432 .581860 .205 6

.64 -0.003670 019502 .616575 .21225

.66 .ol4o .07882 .64483o .216056

.68 .018588 015537 .665463 .215156

.70 .025729 .0121450 .677415 .210324

.72 .032270 oo8634 .679774 .2o1850
•74 .037923 -0.004131 .671817 .190108
.76 .042419 +0.000976 653066 .17 553

8 .045517 .o 333 : 3 1 o
.0 .0117024 .0121514 .582791 .1 0149

.82 .046807 .018418 .r32022 .120506

.84 .0411810 .024161 .472065 .1001135

.86 .04o6 .029317 .4014517 .0806i

.88 .035766 .033445 .331580 .061706

.90 .oJ29175 .036017 .256138 .04372

.92 .021762 .036410 1818311 .029222 I

.94 .014168 .033901 .113150 .016805
96 .007242 .027654 .055492 .00758P1

0.98 -0.002071 +0.016716 0.015272 -0.001912
1.00 0 0 0

.. -... ....... .. . .. .... .. ... , - ".- :" -..- - ....... .. .

- ... *-- 
..L
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m, 0.26

x Ro((x) ?(x) Q(x)

0 0 0 0 0
0.02" 0 01-;844 -0.000127 0.001779 o.oo6o8

.04 .024708 .0004O9 .005736 .021910
S .028365 .000721 .01022T .044740

.08 .028308 .000988 .014106 .0719'49

.10 .025777 .001158 .oi6666 .10134;0

.12 .021781 .001210 .017567 .131043
.14 .017126 .00i1'16 .01 !777 .1;9502
.16 .012434 .000982 .014510 .1 5 'ut,2
.18 .oo8165 .000751 .011207 .2078541
.20 oo4640 .000491 .007407 .225967

.22 .002055 .0002118 .003767 .239234

.24 .000506 .000069 .001070 .247302

.26 0 0 0 .25000t

.28 .000475 .000083 .001307 .247323

.30 .001813 .000353 .005671 .239398

.32 .003854 .000840 .013701 .2261182

.3i. .006409 .001562 .025902 .208937
.36 .009274 .002526 .042666 .187215
.38 .012236 .003731 .064113 .1 68113
.40 .015085 .005158 .090739 .133"07
.412 .017623 .006782 .122008 .102537
.44 .019670 .oo856o .158103 .06991
.46 .021072 .010442 198370 .0361L
.48 021704 .012365 .242353 0.001994
.50 .021475 .0111257 .28935 -0.031903
.52 .020330 .01 6038 .33812 .o6488
51 .01 25 .01 622 .388805 .09631;
:56 .0152'1 .01 Q .43_175 .125624

8 011 47? .0193 . 31 .1522(0
.60 :oo6887 .020291 .535172 .175743

.62 0,001719 .020193 .578187 .195659

.6 - 00384 .01 9470 .61 6091 .211663
66 009726 .01 061 .67558 .22349,.68 015589 .015920 .(71320 .23096

.70 .02121 .013025 .686210 .233989

.72 .026444j14 .009380 .691 210 .232g78
74 .030(61 .005024 .6,31-97 .226 35
.76 .034569 -0.003031 6995'62 .216970

Z8 .o37o67 +0.005478 :63996) 2o3295: _ 036291 .011332 .599985 .18602N4

.82 .038126 .017303 .514Q113 .166318

.84 .036520 .023095 .188391 .1441187

.86 .033501 .0283 14 .419139 .120592

.88 .0291941 .032600 .3-1152 .09639

.90 .023835 .035330 .266'60 .072559

92 .01779r •035900 :18252 .050162
.94 .01159 .033570 .116220 .030381
96 .00593 0 .02 6 .058072 .01111I16

0.98 -0.00 69 +o.016668 0.o16o07 -0.003880
1.00 1 0 0 0 0
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m= 0.28
1; RW(x) P(x)

0 0 0 0 0
0.02 0.016026 -o.ool61 0.002316 0.004970
.04 .025332 .000523 .007573 .018326
.o6 .029554 .000941 .01372d .037910
.08 .030078 .001315 .019320 .061782
.10 .028062 .001580 .023400 .088211
.12 .0214456 .001H5 .025454 .115673
.114 .020026 .00(1682 .025334 .142837
.16 .015372 •001526 .023193 .168557
.18 .010945 .001266 .019426 .191 32
.20 .007070 .000943 .o146og .211985
.22 .003960 .000603 •00Q452 .228264
.24 .001731 .00020Q .004746 .2140228
.26 .000421 .00G082 .001321 .247540
.28 0 0 0 250001
.30 .000386 .000095 .001573 .2 7536
.32 .001457 .000404 .006755 •20185
.34 .003062 .000950 .01 6164 ,, 228097
.36 •005031 .001750 .030203 .211519
.38 .007181 .002805 .o'4.93 .190787
.4o .009343 .004105 .073957 .166314
.42 .011336 .005627 .1037o6 .138579
.44 .013003 .007335 .138584 .I8122
.46 .014205 .009180 .178254 .075532
.118 .0114827 .011101 .222199 .04' ;3 '4
.50 .014783 .013026 .2:69723 0.00680
.52 .014016 .01"876 .319966 -0.028658
.54 012503 016562 .371 913 .063308
.6 .010252 .017993 .424414 .096801

.,007308 .019073 .476200 .128478
.60 0003748 .019710 .525914 .157712
.62 -0.000323 .01981", .572138 .183915
.614 .0014769 .01 304 .613426 .20,551
.66 ,0091432 .01 91 10 .61483'43 .225138
.68 .o141 1 .01 6183 .675507 .23Q2A ,"
.70 .o18662 .013491 .693632 .243628
.72 .022879 .010032 .701582 .252090
.74 .02 6526 •005835 .6c3422 .2.2298
76 .0 36 -O.OOO)71 .683477 .24o:3 2

8  .0311137 +0.00 - 16 •65039 .2355560 .032391 .010250 .617M1 .2200-19' '

.82 .032106 .016215 .566i38 .200302

.84 .030807 .022047 .,05088 .176931

.86 .028243 .027379 .1 .31812 .150734

.88 .024603 .031751 .357950 .12?70o6

.904 .00977R'35 95.90 .020085 .0314 42 .277626 .094053

.92 .014996 .035386 .197837 .06w0';

.94 .009771; .033235 .1235h( .040825

.96 0.5002 0?735 •0607,,6 .09^31
098 001 61 9 0.01 ol6 -0.00540. J

1.00 0 0 0 0

, .. L
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m=0.30

r x " Ro(x) , P(x) Q(x)

0 0 0 0

0.02 o.o16180 -0.000201 0.002984 0.003964
.4 .025860 .ooo661 .009574 .014862
o6 .030569 .001207 .01 149 .031253
.08 .031605 .001715 .025971 .051771
.10 .030057 .002104 .032094 .075128

.12 .026826 .002327 .035789 .100124

.14 .022645 .002370 .036760 .125652

.16 .018092 .002241 .035070 .150702

.18 .01361o .oo1967 .031075 .1711367

.20 .009526 .001590 .025359 .19581-7

.22 .006o61 .001158 .018668 .21444-

.24 .003348 .000728 .011864 .22957L
.26 001445 .000356 .005867 .240773
.28 .000347 .000096 .001 611 .2476:*5
.30 0 0 * 0 .250000

.00310 .000109 .o018 6 .247633
:34 .001155 .0004.57 .00 91 .20526
36 .002 93 .001065 .01 930 .228740
38 00371 .001943 .035190 .212U35
:40 .005434 .003087 .057057 .19!8o9

.42 .006931 .004.7 0 .084645 .167385
.44 .008221 .oo6o88 .117874 .139403
.46 0091,7 .007868 .156(469 .109425
.48 .009o6r .00960 .1 99949 .075014

.5 oo96§6 .0il696 .2 1761 .039792

.52 009117 .013594 .298688 0.003427

5 .007Q3" .015366 .352054 -0. 033371

.56 0o6i 16 .016917 .406rh8 .06W8
58 .003784 .01814 9  .46o814 .I05364

.60 0.000906 .018963 .513509 .1 39o61

.62 -0.002402 .01266 .563032 .1702 It
.6, .00'030 018 969 60o7863 .19 M22

.66 .009847 .01997 448 .222368
.68 013702 .016290 677280 .21203c)
.70 .017434 .013811 .698943 .25673q

72 .020875 .010549 .710171 .266047

7 .023 8 5 .006 27 . 469902 .26965976 02621 6 - 0.o o7 .96 •96u0,
• :02 808 +0:003503 .672048 :2 25260 

;

0 02 3512 .009242 .633962 •24 5 39 5

.82 .028239 .015185 .583529 .226165
.84 .026949 .021043 .521756 .20215:0
.86 .046 .026445 .450311 .174176 .*

.88 :021. .03093b 3793 .143336

.90 .017491 .033966 .2 849 .11021

92 01 oO9 .034878 .206263 .078942
.94 050 .032903 .129063 .049160

96 .004348 .02P 145 .063626 .024109 . -.

0.98 -0.001244 +0.016570 0.017597 -0.001Oo
1.00 0 0 0 0

~.....
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m,,,0.32

x Ro(X) R (x) P(x) Q(7.)

0 0 0 0 0
0.02 0. o16307 -0.000249 0.003807 0.002958
.04 .026301 .000826 .012130 .011375 :
6 .031423 .001526 .023671 :024503

.08 •03289Q .002199 .03435b .041.32

.10 .031765 .002742 .043167 .060 bo

.12 .028882 .003o96 .O49114 .083858

.14 .024951 .003233 .051716 .107400

.16 .020533 .003g5 :050917 .131368

.18' .01605 .oo2,'t:7 .07017 .154925

.20 .011869 .002468 00591 .17727;

.22 .008174 .001951 .032424 .197688.24 .005123 .001395 .023446 .215485

.26 .002789 .000863 •01 46P .230076

.28 .001186 .000416 .0071 bl .240952

.30 .000281 .000111 .001942 .247700

.32 0 0 0 .2 0004S34 •.000244y  .000123 .002218 .247648

36 000891 .00511 .009352 .24052
.38 .001812 •001181 .022003 .228623
.40 .002869 .002136 .040591 .212066
.42 .003920 .003364 .065340 .191045
.44 .00 4864 .004840 .096265 .165877
.46 .005561 .006522 .133163 .13 6964
.48 .005g23 .008356 .175611 .104U05 "
.50 .005 73 .010272 .222971 .069980
.52 00 355 .012192 2711g93 0.03314
.54 .0 0 434 0  .01 4026 328830 -0o0 7
.56 .002824 .015677 .385059 :043621
Z8 0. 000827 0170,1 .1141697 o81 69o -o.ol603 .016025. .497235 .11992

.62 .004397 .018?18 .550067 .151440

.64 .007460 ol8l .598533 .1 6880

.66 .olo68o .017 1 .640953 .215704

.68 .0139?2 .016199 .675687 .240153 r

.70 .01706d .013941 .701179 .259539

.72 .oQ949 .010888 .6o18 .2 3266
:74 " 022426 "007054 .719004 .2 08 9

.70 .02435 -0.002493 .709215 .2819 5 002g 025616 +0.002693 .8o7 216486 i '

026094 .0083117 .2919 82334400
.82 .025717 .014251 .599702 .246003• 84 .024448 .0201 i6 • 5Vd09 221833
.86 .022301 .o25571 .65440 .192724 ".88 .019352 .o30158 .385059 .159842
.90 .015751 .033320 .300030 .124724

.92 .011 32 .034390 .214725 .089310•94 .007633 .02581 .13463 .055990

.96 .003901 .026978 o665o4 027635
0.98 -0.001116 +0.016522 0.018426 -0.007647
1.00 0 0 0 0

_____
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m 0.34

x Ro (X) R,(x) P(x) Q(x)

0 0 0 0 0
0.02 o.o6410 -0.000304 0.004812 0.001916

.04 .026659 .ooioi9 .0 6233 .007743

.o6 .032120 .001903 .030506 .017426

.08 .033965 .002774 .0 44793 .036716

.10 .033185 .003509 .057070 .047202

.12 .030608 .004028 .066020 .066342

.14 .o26qi .004292 .070928 .087496

.16 .022642 .004295 .071588 .1o9o54

.18 .018226 .o0056 .068221 .132965

.20 .013986 .003614 .o61376 .155757

.22 .010152 .003023 .051869, .177561
.24 .00,875 .002346 . o0696 .197637
.26 .004239 ,001651 .028079 .215286
.28 .002270 .001007 .017897 .229867
.30 .000950 ,000479 .oo631 .240816
.32 .000221 .00012"- .002317 .247654
.34 0 0 0 .24999
.36 .000184 .000138 .002;97 .2475 , :
.38 .ooo656 .000566 .010 63 .240230
.40 001296 .001295 .025365 .227903

.112 .001982 .002322 .046455 .210672
.44 .002600 .003626 .074265 .188729
.46 . 00304 .005172 . 086,4 .162380

.52 .0025 ~8 .0176 2 460 o1S .00322d .006968 .11L9363 .132047
.50 .003076 .008769 .1 95713 .o98264
5' .2 00o2598 olo 676 . 6g08 o 61 6r7

.541 .001533 .012541 .301b99 0.0229r,7
56 0.000203 .014264 .35g140 -0.0i706
.8 -0.001585 .0157 3 .41 806 •17516

.60 .5741 .01o 70 .476287 .0o7493

.62 .oo6205 .0175639 :532312 .136o65

.64 .008895 .017.52 .584395 .172266

.66 .011713 .017118 .630732 .205158

.68 .014543 .015861 .6695' •233831

.70 .017263 .013828 .69910l •257456

.72 .019741 .010991 .717873 .2Z5261
•74 .021846 .007357 .7244d5 .28606
•76 0234.2 -0.002972 713 .210338 :o245 0o0o2071 .:A33 .29822Z
0 .024729 .007620 .662605 .278113

.82 .024238 .01 3463 .613981 .260875

.84 .022I1 ,0!9311 .552380 .237002

.86 ,020891 .024793.479467 .207322 Ii.

.88 .018041 ,02945 .39775r .173050

.90 .014648 .032730 .310714 .135837
S92 .010809 .03399 .222901 .097813

.94 007072 .032281 .140075 .061644
.96 .00360g .026822 .069334 .030577

0.98 -0.001031 +0.o16477 0.019247 -. 0085

1.00 0 0 0 0

..o .. o .o-- -- -. !--------r
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. = 0.36

Row Rx) P(x) Q(x)

0 0 0 . 0 0
0.02 0.016489 -0.000368 0.006022 0.000810

.04 .026937 .001242 .020473 .003865
06 .032663 .002340 .038818 .009824

.08 .034800 .003447 .057583 .019019

.10 .034306 .004412 .074243 .031498

.12 .031983 .005135 .087091 .047074

.14 .028491 .005564 .095131 .065366

.16 .024362 .005681 .097967 .085839

.18 .020018 .005500 .0957o7 .107841

.20 .015776 .005058 .08b60 .130638

.22 .0i1bq , .004409 .o8255 .153450

.24 .008452 .003620 .064958 .175474

.26 .005615 .002765 .050192 .195917

.28 .003394 .001919 .03526, .214015

.30 .0017 0 .001156 .021526 .229061

.32 .000728 .000544 .010272 .?40420

.34 .ooo165 .000142 .002731 .247546

.36 0 0 0 .250003

.38 .000129 .000152 .003010 .2t7459
.40 .000441 .000618 .012496 .239720

.42 .000825 .001401 .028966 .226714

.44 .001177 .002491 .052684 .208507

.46 001399 .003855 .083662 .185304

.48 :001106 .005U50 .121640 .157439

.50 .001133 .007211 .166096 .125380

.52 0.000528 .00064 .2162;8 .089720

.54 -0. 00047 .010920 .271064 .051167
:56 .001770 .012679 .329280 0.010531
.58 .003:458 .014236 .3891,25 -0-031290
6o .oo565 .015481 .449851 .073325

.62 .007738 .o16303 .508770 .114546

.64 .010201 .01 6596 5642c3 .153901

.66 .012764 .O16265 :61445 .190327
S.68 .015323 .015225 .65741 3 .222785

.70 .017764 0.013415 .6912r6 .250288

.72 .O19966 .010799 .714184 .271931
•74 .021811 .007374 .7271 286926
.76 .0231 81 -0.0031 78 727l .29464318 .023972 +0.001702 .04298 :2?4651

0 024099 .007124 .7,.000- 2 26755

.82 .023499 . 12879 .625047 .271044

.84 .0221 48 .O18683 .564293 .247942

.86 .020060 .024169 . 491379 M218255

.88 .01730. .028873 .408845 .183227

.90 .014016 .032227 .320255 .1445qo

.92 .013397 .033547 .230333 .104630
.94 .006740 .032017 .145090 .066243
.96 .003434 .026683 071976 .033000
.98 -0.000990 +0.016436 t.020023 -0.009212

1.GO 0 0 0 0
L -- ---- ---- ----

Mac
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,0.38

• ,-

0 0 0 0 0
0.02 o.oi 65 4 -0.000439 0. 007452 -0.000331
.04 .027133 .0011494 .025511 -0.000333
.o6 .033050 •00283 .o4718 +0.0 o1550
.08 .035398 .00421.4 .072963 .00620O6
.102 .035115 .00565 .o95o1 .014074
.12 .03292 .co6420 .012817 .225S.14 o29A 9 .007053 :124Q62 •040518 "

.146 .02563b .007322 .13042 .058458

.18 0.C0213 .00"030 .!30417 078932

.20 -.0p0400 .OObl t; .124132 .101264

.22 .0008 .006134 .112817 .124672

.54 .002715 .005249 .097591 .08366

.26 .00 7;b .004241 .09177 .0191

.28 :00438 0 .0129 .35526 : 0 1.28 .oo73o .01o3b52 .14172 .091/4 15"2

.32 .008576 .01o219 .042240 .21 30.32 .001310 .oo13o0 .025511 21754.
•34 .000517 .00060 .52056 •2390 o
.36 .o0112 .0015, .003877 .247386
.38 0 0 . 0 .24Q0999 .. .
.40 .01077 .012164 0 .03448 .23728
.42 .000240 .00663 .04210 .239038
.4 .000q2 .001092 .032711 225177
.746 .020434 .002628 .o5910 . 205792
.48 0.00023 .00o-o0 .o3237 .11123
.5 -0.0190 056.2 .1-34692 .151362

.52 .006971 .07391 .182742 ,117647
9; .00176 .0318 3276 .080056
.96 .00312 .01?37? .236392 +0.03997
.98 .00.17 A .0322 .3552311 -0.002811
.9o .00733 .o3,2 .417223 .o46152
.62 o.00092 .01479 .078490 -. 0Q377
.60 0 .0152P 53706 .131?4.66 .0136716 ,015064l .59(,82( .1 7c6115

68 .0 078'

.6,167 01421 5 637765 .2064116I
• 70 .018352 .0o1264g .6758.32 .237500 .
72 020381, .01020o 703135 .262766
.74 .022o62 .007036 .7179U?4 .281315
76 .023276 -0.003040 .7P980 MR.Oyo
. 8 :023921 +o.0o=66 1.0510Ob • 30

0 023936 .006932 •75632 28,9990
.82 023?46 .1 7 .631216 .276225

4 .021835 .018961 .572024 .254421.86 .019720. .0274~ ! 4o9846 .225342'
.88 .o16971 .o2845p, . 7- 1o3
.90 .013716; .031851 .327787 ,15o,87
.92 .01015i6 .033244 • 363,8 .I09699i"q
• 94¢  ,065714 .031 807 .1 1102q1 .06jo}
0.96 .oo3345 . 657o 1 .0711236 . 3
I0".98 -0.000953 0.0164'02 0.02698 -0.00977.5

1.00 0 0!

LL
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, -0.40

R (x) P(x) Q(x)

0 0 0 0 0
0.02 0.016577 -0.000517 0.009101 -o.ooi 666
.04 .027247 .00.770 .031352 .004880
.o6 .033277 .0033 2 .o60329 .007464 ,
.10 .035596 .o066o9 .119602 -0.004944

.12 .033582 .008 .11,3'435 +0.001 815

.o4 .030350 .00 74 .16072 .012649

.16 .026413 .00920) .170699 .027440

.18 .022196 .009.2 .1 "2993 .04 '01

.20 .018000 .0o889 .1 booo .027130

.22 .014060 .008197 .156527 .o9o663
; 24 .010535 .00-23b .139734 .115520
.26 .007522 .00 094 .119036 .140752
.28 .005062 .004855 .096o18 1 375
.30 .003158 .003609 .072352 .18 416

.32 .001776 .002445 .049718 .208938

.34 .000 54 .001 110 .029741 .226069

.36 .000313 .000664 .013934 .239041

.38 .000062 .000170 .003642 .247191

.40 0 0 0 .250001

.42 .000029 .000175 .003895 .247094

.44 0.000052 .000699 .015937 .23 259

.46 -o.000019 .00-55 .03643 .223451 I

.48 .000260 .002716 .065415 .202800

.50 .000732 .004123 .102539 .176606
52 .001183 .005711 .14 S81 .145342

.54 .002537 .007394 .19 412 10q633
56 .00390 .009076 .5499Q4 .070271

.58 :C55 6 ,o01050 ,31435 +0.0,8171.b0 .007500 .012000 .372000 -0.015624

.62 .009648 .01 3010 .440764 .0599 7

.64 .0'194Q4 .013566 .501646 .103 60

.6 .014304 .013558 .558472 .14547

.68 016633 .012R, .09036 .184104

.70 .018826 .01148 .651164 .218323

.72 .020773 .009289 .682705 .246960

.7Z4 .02T363 .oo6286 .702o65 .268951
•76 .0?34, -0.002495 .707398 .283385

"  0211062 l +0.00?014 .697607 .289561
0 C24000 .007111 .672000 .287038

82 .023250 .012603• .630494 .275601
.84 .021"-.91 .0182114 .573738 .2,7(,9
.86 .01964;5 .02",581; .03244 .22601(,,0
,88 .01 (879 .02ti251 .4215e1 .193600 ,

.90 .013623 .0316 1 .332227 .154358

.92 .010075 .0334059 .240311 .112756 !° .

.94 .oo14 .031671 .152180 .072008
96 .003312 .026q3 .075866 .03616o0

0:9 -0.000943 +0.016378 0.021202 -0.010169
1.00 0 0 0 0

I -

i w.
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a 0.42

x Ro X) 1W(x) P(x) Q(x)

0 0 0 0 0
0.02 0o16587 -0. O00599 0.010947 -0.0030311

.04 .027282 .002061 037920 .0097119
o6 .033g46 003963 •073416 .017167
.08 .035860 0059)77 .111518 .023045
.40 .035744 .007857 .147712 .02578Z
.12 .033768 .009432 .178732 .024353
.14 .030568 .0105(1 .202396 .018208
.16 .026663 .011279 .217458 -0.007223
.18 .022160 .01143 .223474 +0.00 381
.20 .o18275 .011226 •220657 .028o9
.22 .01g43i .010559 .209761 .0512
.24 .010 0 .00555 .191967 .076805
.26 •007779 .00 300 •16764 .103899
.28 .005298 .006888 .141862 .1311406
.30 .003366 .005416 .113092 .158232

.32 .001951 .0039 9 .084324 .183303

.34 .000992 .o026N .057392 .205595

.36 .000411 .001554 .031t033 .224167

.38 .000117 .000709 .015816 .238iQ5

.140 0.000013 .000180 .0011103 .2146987

.42 -0.000000 0 0 .25oo10

.4F4 .ooooi"i .ooo18l .004326 R6897

.46 00012 000718 .017581 .237lt62 j

.48 .000400 :.001583 .0399411 .221 111

.50 .000903 .002732 .071235 .19941

.52 .0o1678 .00410 .1109148 .172227

.54 .002752 .00561o .158234 .1394443
:56 .004132 .007164 .21 1 918 .102223
.58 .005805 .00656 .270537 .061473
.60 .007740 .009974 .332353 +0.018229
.62 .009885 .010998 .3954 -0.026344;

.64 .01 2172 .0i 61o •145"553 .070987

.66 .011 420 .011697 .516535 ..114385
.68 .016832 .oi16o .570027 .155185
.70 .019005 .009913 .615724 .192055
.72 .020930 .007899 .651.411 .223702
.714 .022 96 .005090 .675059 .2148910
.76 .023600 -0.001 00 .684i,18 .2667328 .0211148 +0.00208 .672627 .276246
.10 .024062 .007715 • 65323 .276912
.82 .023292 .01 3032 .620761 .268491
.81, .021816 .018490 .567452 .251134
.86 .o19655 .023734 .499793 .225465
.88 .016879 .028306 .420219 .192645
.90 .013617 .03,633 .332353 .154461
.92 .oo0067 .033019 .2141172 .1131102
.9, .006507 .031625 .153178 .072"h3
96 .003307 .02614 1 .076574 .0367 j

0.:8 -0.000941 +0.016367 0.021454 -0.010357
1.00 o 0 0 0 "I

__i
-~. ~.

|I
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m - 0.44

x HOWR 0 1 Q (x)
0 0 0 0 0 ..

0.02 0 01 6576 -o.0068i 0.012029 -0.004454.04 .0272 2 .002355 .045009 .014829
.06 .033267 .004552 .087627 .027352.08 .035735 .0069o5 .133928 .039106.10 .035571 .0091 36 .178630 .047942
.12 .033549 .011052 .217841 .052381
.14 •030308 .012517 •2489 •051528
.16 .026368 013462 . 270163 .044994.18 .022138 .013863 •250951 .032 09.20 .017934 .013737 .281302 -0.015,61
.22 .013988 .013132 .271888 +0.006685
.24 .0104-57 .012118 •253.975 .032446.26 .007439 ,010786 .2288o6 .o6o876
.28 .004977 .009232 .1 98487 •090832
.30 .003072 .007560 .16484 .121.115" ~.32 .00l68q •08": .130075 . .150 24 "
S34 -. 076a :24! ?6o2 .177991.36 0.000232 .002826 .064812 .202118
•38 -0.000014 oo0630 •038122 .222220.0 .o0006g .000736 .017582 •237337
.42 .000032 .0o0185 .00452Q .246772
.44 0 0 0 .250004
.46 .000060 .000183 .004708 .2 6695.48 .000289 .000715 .019016 .236716.50 .000750 .00155 .042923 .220133
.52 .001488 .002655 .076o64 '.1 9Z22854 .002529 .003930 .117711 .16,,4-9- 4
:56 :003U82 .0052(93 .16 65 .134r,66

58 005534 .006641i .221881 .096 36
60 .0'5i .089 .132 .5.6? .00959. .008831 .343089 +0.011138.64 .011 t76 .009437 .405076 -0.033391.66 .o14228 .009562 .464945 .07742.68 .o16549 .009101 .520297 .1M.70 .o18737 .007968 .568717 .15 386

.72 .020680 .o06o91 .607867 .192517.74 .022268 .00345 635570 .220662
8 023071 +0. 0405q .640386 .254596

.76 .02339 72 -00 0 5:60 2 258736.0 .023912 ,008766 .632930 .258736
.82 .023169 .013884 .600137 .253731.84 .021719 .019156 .551353 .239616
.86 .01582 .0211229 .487823 .216904.88 .o0l627 .028652 .411854 .186666
.90 .013583 .031856 .326973 .150616
.92 .010046 .033146 .238095 .111204
.94 .oo6ltq6 .031686 .151708 .071705
o96 .003303 .020182 .076o64 .036324

0.98 -0.000940 +0.016371 a021370 -0.010297._ 0 0____ _ - - -'- .. '. ..
___ ~~~~ ~ ~ i ",..~.~. . .. ~-
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0o.46

I Fao~ W, R (X) P(x} QW,} i

0 0 0 0 0
0.02 o.o16547 -0.000758 0.014948 -0.005870
.04 .027141 .002633 .052281 .019925
.06 .033062 .005113 .102297 .037631 •
.08 .035410 .007796 .157221 .055426
.10 .035119 .010375 .210997 .070620
.12 .032Q72 .012629 .259103 .081201
.14 :029616 .01 4,408 .298360 .o861""
.16 .025575 .015625 .326759 .084645
.18 .021265 .016246 .343300 .076493
.20 .017002 .016279 .347835 .001973
.22 .013020 .01769 .340913 .041672
.24 .009478 .01 784 .323(55 -o.o164Lo
.26 .006473 .0134i4 .297616 +0.012670
.28 .004047 .01176o .26675 .044464
.30 .002199 .009929 .226916 •077668 ]
.32 .000894 .008028 .186536 ,119 1
.34 o.ooo6Q .006162 .il5l46 .I 43090z
.36 -0.000360 .0011425 .106697 .172781 I
.38 .000o46 .002900 .0710' 2 .909
.Ao .000413 .°°1654 .041679 .220 63

.42 .000242 .000739I .010085 .236 584

.44 .000074 .000184 .004862 .240'592

.46 0 0 0 .250003 "

.48 .000099 .000177 .005009 .21;53o

.50 .000435 .0006 4 .020100 .230130

.52 .001058 .001469 .045079 .218043
•54 .ooio96 .002464 .079373 .195346L 56 .003258 .003582 .122031 .165924
•58 .0048311 .004724 •171753 .131"57
.60 .006693 .005781 .226916 .02907

.62 .008785 .00663g .28561 +0.051104

.64 .0 11043 .0071 6 .3 P +0.008203

.66 .013384 .007?66 .4o 847 -0.035329 ,

.68 .015710 .00-222 .46o628 .0777

.70 .017918 .005747 .510561 .117651
72 .019895 .003?3 .552223 .153543
74 .021530 -0:C011b2 : 50327 .161407 3

.76 .022717 +0.001783 .60iU3 .2079078. 02357 •-005712 .6060o8 • 2+
0 .023372 .0O10219 •.594818 •,2320:;7

.82 .022705 .01512 .5671197 .230875

.84 .021334 .0201bb .524?67 .220650

.86 .019274 .025054 . 66 .201754

.88 .01o592 .029279 .39537b .175131

.90 ,013414 .032304 .315193 .142370

•92 .009936 .033440 .230387 10809
.94 .006433 .031854 .147308 .06 26.96 .003274 .026557 .0740,95 .034946

0.98 -0.000933 +0.0163U9 0.020blO -0.009954
1.00 0 0 0 0
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a= 0.48

____o(_) 111(x) P(x) Q(x)

R0(x) R, .4 5 P W2Qk

0- 0 0 0 0
0.02 0.oi 6507 -0.000825 o.o16882 -0.00 2o6
.o4 .026996 .002876 .059285 .0o24766
.06 .032768 .005607 .116530 .047466
.08 .034939 .008587 .179993 .071163
.10 .034460 .011483 .242904 .092669

.12 .012124 .014054 .300135 o.109644
14 .0285Qo .o16132 .348012 .120498

.16 .024389 1 .0 761 .384133 .1 24Ro

.18 .019944 .018 41 .407191 .120 0
.20 .015575 .ol8674 . 1681 o .1o9635

.22 .0.11520 .018285 .413394 .091755 ,:

.24 .007940 .01736 ..3979 4 •o6Z783

.26 .004931 .015996 .37251 .03 71J3

.28 .002536 .011291 .337616 *-0.005935

.30 0.000752 .012350 :296733 +0.029429

.32 -0.000458 .010289 .251732 .o65925

.34 .001160 .008215 .204968 .102171

.36 .001141 .oo6229 .158748 .136818

.38 .0o1398 .00441q .115274 .1686oo

.40 .001139 .002862 .076557 .196367

.42 .000771 .001613 .044366 .219120

.44 .00039b .000711 .020174 .236029.46 .000111 .000175 .005126 .246465
'is 0 0 0 .2oo01

.50 .000132 .000163 .005192 .246435

.52 .000558 .000620 .020701 .23g791
•54 .001311 .001308 .046131 .211"' 6
•56 .002105 .002146 .080694 .1914 7
.58 .003832 003Q9 .123236 :1646o0
.60 .005563 .003883 .172253 .130677
.62 .007551 .004563 .225937 .092635

t64 .009729 .004963 282219 .052061
.66 .012016 .004,75 .338822 +0.010288
.68 .014315 :004 •393333 -0.031275
.70 :c16522 .003113 .44t32(8- .0711 G

.72 .018521 -0.001682 .I1861 67 .107907•7 .02M29 +0.00741 4 1 140104

.76 .021467 .003867 .54168 .1 66443.78 .022200 .007612 .550376 .185785

.80 .022324 .011966 .5h4405 .197221

.82 .021780 .016670 .523013 .200146

.84 .020540 .021508 .486167 .1941332

.86 .018618 .0261 4r .434714 .lboo14

.8e .016074 .030139 .370536 .157971

.90 .('13029 .0329113 .296733 .129619

.92 .009673 .033876 .217792 .097110 1

.94 .006276 .032114 .13973 .063428

.96 .003200 .026680 070555 .032501
0.98 -0.000914 +0.016422 0.019945 -0.009309

1.0 0 O0 0

-II
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m = 0.50
R. .(x) R., (X) P~x W ~ z Q

0 0 0 0 0
0.02 o.o 61163 -o.ooo8 8 o.018587 -0.008377.0 .026833 .003008 .065524 .0290h
.o6 .032434 .00o6001 .i 129324 .056250
.08 .034400 .009223 .200666 -08535 ,
.10 .033696 .012384 .272160 .112752

.12 .031132 .015224 .338155 .135743

.14 .027375 .017564 .304527 .152430
1.6 .022960 .019290 .438505 .161617

.18 .018343 .020350 .468481 .162714

.20 .013824 .020736 .1183840 .155648

.22 .00654 .020482 .484808 .140778

.24 .005997 .o1964Q .47229q .11881

.26 .002952 .018326 .447766 .090739

.28 0.000562 o1o6611 .413091 •0577q,5

.30 -0.001176 .oi4616 .370440 -0.0211M' V

.32 .002301 .0124511 .322167 +0.017576
.34 .002882 .010235 .270711 .057043
.36 .003006 .00o063 .2181195 .095806
.38 .002776 .006033 .167855 .132507
.40 .002304 .004224 .120960 .165888
.42 .001700 .002698 .079754 .194828
.44 .001073 .001,199 .0LL5900 .218372
.46 .000524 .000651 .020731 .235753
.48 .000141 .000157 .005233 .246410 I
.50 0 0 0 .250000

.52 :000157 .000141 .005233 .246410

.54 .000651 .000524 .020731 .235753

.56 .001499 .001073 .045900 .210372

.- 8 .002698 .001700 .079754 .104E28

.6o .0011224 .002304 .1 20960 . 165888

.62 .006033 •00277T .1.855 .132 07

.64 .008063 .00300o .21 1-95 .095;o6

.66 .010235 .002882 .270711 .057043

.68 .012454 .002301 .322167 +0,017576

.70 .014616 -0.001176 .370440 -0.021168

.72 .o16611 +0.000562 .413091 .05774

.7q .018326 .002952 .147766 .09073;
7 .019649 .005997 .47220q .118813

.020482 .0o965t .484808 .140778
0 020736 .013824 .1-83810 .1 55t48

.82 .020350 .018343 .468481 .162"14

.84 .019290 .022969 .438505 .161 I17
.86 .0175641 .027375 .394527 .152430
.88 .015224 .031132 .338155 .135743
.90 .012384 .033696 .272160 .112752 ' "

.92 .009223 .0311400 .P00666 .085354

.94 .006001 .032434 .129324 .0562?0

.96 .003068 .026833 oM24 .0290 8
0.98 -0.00878 +o.o16463 0.01 587 -0.008377
1.00 0 0 0 0

_. ,
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APPENDIX 3

GRAPHS OF BASIC SIXTH-DEGREE POLYNOMIALS FOR SELECTED) VALUES OF gu':

i

- I
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APPENDIX 4

LEAST SQUARE FIT OF A SEVENTH- BY A SIXTH-
DEGREE POIYNOMIAL FORM

1he seventh-degree polynomial y = f(x) may be written in the form

f(x) x(1 - x)g(x) [11

where g(x) Is a polynomial of the fifth degree. It will be shown that a least

square fit to g(x) by a fourth-degree polynomial j(x) is given by

2 9 b 4 252

where C. is the coefficient of xs in the expansion
g(x) C + C + ... + Cx [31

0 1 5

Also [2) may be written as

9W (C + 5 4 (C - 42C X + (c, -C-)X2
[14]

+ (Cs - X+ (C + ._C,)XA

The corresponding sixth-degree polynomial form will then be given oy y2 =7
where

T(x) x(1 - xlglx) [51

ProL: Since g(x) is a polynomial of the fifth degree, it can be expressed as

a linear combination of the first five Legendre polynomials. Furthermore,

since 'iere the range of x is from 0 to 1 and the Legendre polynomials are or-

thogonal over the range -1 to 41, we express g(x) as
-'I

g(X) -yoPo + Y'P1(0) + + y5P5() [61

where yo , Y 5 are coefficients and"P0, Po P( .) are the Legendre poly. .1

nomials, and

- 2x- 1 [71

A theorem on ortnogonal functions (Reference 6) then states znht the

best least-square fit of a fourth-degree polynomial to gh) is

i.~
I , i

LI
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YPx)- 0 + P (4) + ..- + P(4)

or

i(x) - &(x) - P5( ) 11] !.

Now, from Equation [61.
I- I

~g(x)P (4)dj ~ t)d 0
PU z ~a  " i5[9

and, from 131 and [7],

glx)-C + ... - + ... 1o]

where only the coefficient of 4is shown since, by a well-known property of.
Legendre polynomials, the terms in the powers of f less than the fifth give 12.
zero whsn substituted Into [9). A130

1 63t5 - 7M3 + 150) (I

Hence. substituting from 1101 and [11] Into [91, gives

as
2(52

Also, from 171 and ill J.

P W) - 1[63(2x -1P~ 70(2x - )3 + 15(2x I)

13 34 20 s 1 .!

252~x + - 2x A~-~ 131 4

Hence. substituting from 112] and (,3] into 18]. gives Equation 12] as we

wished to prove.
* T

-[€1

I

1' L
- . ~ - --
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APPENDIX 5

OEOMETRICAL PROPrRTIES "

The geometrical properties of sixth-degree polynomial forms can be
obtained from the following equations when the linear dimension is chosen:

Dlameter: d 11-

Distance of maximum section from nobe: X mt 12](a

Nose radius: Io - r- [3)

Tail radius: Ra = - 14]

Volume: CI Cp 151 Ip 4

P441

Longitudinal center of buoyancy: xy'dx 16)

Volume moment of inertia about the vertical axis thr3ugh
the longitudinal center of buoyancy:

ydx + 4 (yx2dx - 9 px

where ,

I+
Surface area: S - Ml [4yz + i-dx 18) ' I , .

The integral in Equation 183 way be evaluated numerically using "
Oauss' formula

.(du R1O(u,) + RS20u 2 ) + ... + Rn#(Un) [9]
* $

The numerical values of the u's and R's for n * 7 are:

u,. 0.0254o604383 R R, - m.64742 o8
u2 w 0.1292344i072 1* ua. 0.2470774243 it - R, - 0.1398526957 ;

au a 0.5

us 0.7029225757 R - R5 a 0.1909150253
U 'It

u, . 0.8707655928 ,
U? - 0.9745539562 A, * 0.2089795918

"-.F ." i
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The evaluation of Gauss's U's for polynomials of high degree using synthetic
division is quite tedious. The calculation may be simplified by linear Inter-
polation between the closely spaced ordinates obtained from the table In Ap-
pendix 1. The mixizm4 error Introduced by this simplification Is only approx-
imatelyO.2 percent.
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